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On My Mind ...
Una uth oni zed Discl osu res

As we continue our efforts in the global war on terrorism,
the Deputy Director and I share your pride in the Geospatial
Intelligence supporl we provide to senior decision makers and
war fighters. We are making areal difference in their ability
to make the decisions necessary to ensure our security.

e also recognize that the

public and the media
increasingly demand from

government as much information as

possible. In that context, we must be part
of the collective government concern
about the unauthorized disclosure of
classified intelligence. For example,
media reports about monitoring Osama
bin Laden's cell phone calls likely had
harmful results and may have even
caused him to quit communicating on
his cell phones. Jack Nelson of the Los
Angeles Times had it right when he

wrote, "Everybody understands you
don't publish that the 82"d Airborne is
planning to land somewhere, but not
everyone understands that it's a national
security problem to report we are

interceptin-e Osama bin Laden's cell
phone calls."

We rlways uonder how sensitive
information finds its way into the public
forum and how the public benefits by
gaining access to this information. We
must also remain vi-silant to the possibil-
ity that seemin_u1,v disparate bits of
unclassified material may be aggregated
into revealin-u sensitive information. All
we can do in NIMA is to take all preca-
utions to safeguard the information for
which we are responsible.

We classify information to deny it from
those who would ham us. The more our
potential adversaries learn about our
intelligence collection sources and

methods, the more they become capable
of developing ways to defeat, deny and

deceive. To quote President Bush, "The

dictator of Iraq is not disarming; to the

contrary, he is deceiving."

We adhere to strict guidelines that
prescribe our responsibilities for unau-
thorized disclosures, security violations
and other compromises of intelligence
information. They reaffirm the Intelli-
gence Community's strong commitment
to aggressive, consistent and effective
measures to protect intelligence. As the
functional manager for the National
System for Geospatial Intelligence and a
senior official within the Intelligence
Community, it is my responsibility to
establish the policies and procedures
necessary to protect classified informa-
tion and to deter, investigate and

promptly reporl unauthorized disclo-
sures. I take this responsibility seriously,
br.rt I cannot do it alone. It is a team
effort.

First, if we identify a potential disclo-
sure of classified NIMA products, we
must aggressively investigate it, deter-
mine the potential damage to national
security and take the appropriate action
as required. Our new Office of Counter-
intelligence will have the lead to
investigate and identify unauthorized
disclosures that, if exploited by our
adversaries, could complicate and

frustrate our Geospatial Intelligence
support efforls.

Second, we must continue our security
and counterintelligence training and

awareness campaigns to ensure we are

continually reminded of our counterintel-
1i gence responsibilities.

Third, we must routinely examine our
security programs, policies and proce-
dures in order to strengthen safeguards

and update them as necessary in light of
events. For example, interactions with
the public, commercial partnerships and

emerging technology could prompt a

review. We must also look for innovative
ways ofbringing back the concept of
"need to know" and compartmentation
into our reporting process while main-
taining access to that same information
to the widest group of customers who
need it. In this regard, NIMA will move
ahead with such information technology
concepts as Public Key Infrastructure
(PKI) and establishing communities of
interests.

Finally, we must apply our full range of
securitl. analytic and investigatir e

resources to identify and remove those
who would jeopardize our intelligence
support mission either through inten-
tional disclosure or blatant disregard for
established procedures. There is simply
no room for these people within our
work force.

I commend your cuffent vigilance in
safeguarding NIMA's secrets. In the war
against unauthorized disclosures, your
continued commitment is essential.

JAMES R. CLAPPER, JR.
Lieutenant General, USAF (Ret.)

Director
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DIA Analysts Get Desktop lmagery
ln Jornt Project with NIMA

By Fobent Seebald

Design and
Development
DIAP was a

cooperative
process between
the two agencies.

DIA provided the
desktop worksta-
tions. communica-
tions network and

funding. NIMA
provided the

systems engineer-
ing, systems

acquisition and

installation.

Two National
System for
Geospatiai
Intelligence

(NSGI) segments were chosen to satisfy
DIAP requirements: the Integrated
Exploitation Capability (IEC) and Image
Product Library (IPL). The IEC provides
online imagery access, the IPL, process-
ing and archival imagery services.

The NIMA Information Library (NIL)
is now DIA's primary imagery source.

Analysts use a NIMA discovery and

retrieval tool, Client 2001, provided by
the Informatiori Access Services (IAS)
system, to browse and order imagery.

To meet DIA all-source analysts'
requirements. the DIAP project team

worked closely with the DIA systems

infrastructure personnel to tailor a

system that would function in-and not
adversely impact-DlA' s information
enterprise.

Testing and Training
NIMA' s Integrated Testing Facility

(ITF) provided test engineers to develop
and execute test plans that were re-
viewed and approved by DiA.

The National Geospatial Intelligence
College,IPL,IEC and IAS program
offices and DIA worked together to

Photo hy DIA

NIMA Director retired Air Force Lt. Gen.

lames R. Clapper lr. and DIA Director
Vice Adm. Lowell E. lacoby jointly cut
the ribbon for the DIA Imagery Access
Project.

nalysts at the Defense Intelli-
gence Agency (DIA) have
access to digital imagery at their

desktops, thanks to a project that
combined the efforls of personnel at both
NIMA and DIA.

The Digital Imagery Analysis Project
(DIAP) gives DIA analysts the capability
to exploit digital imagery at their
desktops, fuse it with other intelligence
and archive the information in databases.

DIA had asked NIMA for help in
acquiring such a system in the aftermath
ofthe Sept. 11,2001 terrorists' attacks.

NIMA Director retired Air Force Lt.
Gen. James R. Clapper Jr. and DIA
Director Vice Adm. Lowell E. Jacoby
jointly cut the ribbon and officially
proclaimed the project operational iast
September. DIA is now completing the

training of its analytical work force.

determine the scope of user training and
conduct three "train the trainer" sessions.

Significant
Accomplishments

The project brought DIA into a
softcopy environment compliant with the
NSGI. DIA analysts can now obtain
softcopy imagery in a near real-time
environment and have it readily avail-
able lor exploitation. The imagery can
be stored, accessed and retrieved by a
wide variety of users fbr a wide variety
of uses.

There's still a lot of work remaining
before the vision of "imagery to the

desktop" is realized, but the basic
architecture is in place. The next steps
are to enhance user workstations, long-
haul communications and DIA network
bandwidth.

The project team demonstrated a

successful joint effort, which it com-
pleted on time, within budget and with
both agencies very satisfied with the
result.

About the Author
As Deputy Chief of the Systems Design
Management Division within NIMA's
Acquisition Dinectonate, Fober^t F,

Seebald was project manager fon the DIA
lmagery Access Pnoject. Recently
he became Deputy Chief of the Analysis
and Production Dinectorate's Homeland
Secunity Division, nesponsible fon f uture
plans and prognams. Duning Openation
Allied Fonce, the 1999 air campaign
against Serbia, he was Deputy Chief of
the NIMA Liaison Office to Headquanters,
l-1.S. Eunopean Command. A native of
Cleveland, Seebald began his fedenal
senvice with the Defense Mapping
Aoency in 1985.
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New System Supports War on Terror.ism
By Lanny Feidelseit

new system provides an

enterprise geospatial data
environment to support the

war on temorism.
This system. Geospatial Intelligence

Database Integration (GIDI). is built on
two systems \IIIA developed to
provide crisis support. the Feature Level
Database (FLDBt and the Knowledge
Centric Geospatial Database (KCGDB).

NIMA's Anall'sis and Production
Directorate has identified GIDI as one of
its top priorities.

When Congress established NIMA in
1996. the Agency inherited many legacy
systems with tightly coupled toolsets,
which did not facilitate communication
or interoperability.

Fulfills Vision
The vision for GIDI is to incremen-

tally establish an authorilative. inre-
grated environment that will serve as

NIMA' s Geospatial Intelli-eence
information factory for production and
dissemination of both geospatial and
i ntel I igence information.

Spiral 1, the first release, allows
FLDB and KCGDB users to share
feature data in a common database. the

Geospatial Intelligence Feature Database
(GIFD). Users can add features to the
GIFD, pu1l feature data, make changes

to the features and post the changes back
to the GIFD.

Spiral 2 builds on the cuffent function-
ality and meets new requirements for
Homeland Security (HLS) and the Air
Def'ense Database (ADD). While ADD
and HLS are someu hat independent in
this spiral, the _soal is to integrate all
CIDI lunctionalit_r so that it is transpar-
ent to the user. Spiral 2 also provides for
the dissemination of the GIFD via two
mrlitary communication networks,
SIPRNET and JWICS.

Non-Traditional Acquisition
GIDI differs from traditional NIMA

acquisition programs in several areas.

Development cycles are shorter, with
critical functionality delivered in less
time and lbr lower cost.

t
I

Geospatial
Analysts

NIMA personnel are more involved in
the program, forming a Cross-Functional
Team (CFT) with the contractor and
systems integrators.

The NIMA Program Office, contractor
and systems integrators are collocated,
with daily face-to-face customer and
engineering contact. While portions of
the team are located in St. Louis,
Huntsville, Ala. and Garland, Texas, a

core group resides at the contractor's
facility in Reston, Va.

Testing is streamlined, with test
engineers that are members of the CFT
performing, monitoring and documenting
testing alongside the contractor and
customer.

NIMA's management and approval
authorities have shortened the traditional
approval process, allowing special
review boards and "walk-arounds" for
individual signatures. The program's
major reviews and formal milestones for
each spiral have also been streamlined to

HLS
Users

Geospatial
Analysts

accommodate the program's shortened
development cycles.

The CFT has developed an iterative
requirements development process that
provides the flexibility to allow for
changing customer needs. During Spiral
2's development phase the team is
identifying and prioritizing customers'
Spiral 3 requirements.

Larty
Feidelseit is
a systems

integrator
in the

Acquisition
Integration
Division.

l

The Geospatial Intelligence Database Integration (GIDI) system allows users to share
information Jrom existing databases in a Geospatial Intelligence Feature Database
(GIFD). The next release meets requirements for Homeland security (HLS) and the
Air Defense Database (ADD) It provides for dissemination via tto military networks.

ii\t
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e-Business Arrives
NIMA s Pt"ocurement and

Contracts Office is moving to

an e-business envinonment

with deployment of PRISMTM, a

Web-based automated end-to-

end procunement system.

PFISIV was available to
contnacting offices in March

and will be available to all

offices in NIMA by the end of

Augusl

Wrlh commercial, off-lhe

shelf ICOTS] handwane and

softwane, PRISM automates

the enline nequisition, contnacl

and contract execulion
pnocesses, Program offices

ane able to genenate contract
nequirement packages and

punchase nequesls online and

check the slatus of their
nequirements lhnough an

online queny pnocess. The

system tnacks purchase

requests thnough vanious

appnoval pnocesses. All funding

obligations, invoice paymenls

and centrfications for neceipt of

items also ane available online.

Fon contnaclot's, PRISM

pnovides an e-business solution

fon submitting electnonic

invoices tied lo an inter"nal

capability lo malch the invoice

wilh neceipt of goods and the

subsequent genetalion of

eleclnonic payments.

-KrNNerr B. Wrm

Analyst's First
Map ln National

Geographic
Geospatial analyst Jessica

Wannen's finst NIMA pr"oduct

wound up in National Geo-

gr"aphic magazine, Hen map,

featuned in the Febnuary 2003
issue, rllustnates the Nuba

Mounlains fon a stony about

the Nuba people

Wannen, who now wonks at
the NIMA Pentagon Geocell,

pnovides pnoducts lo a wide

range of cuslomets, including

the Joint Staff and offices of

the Secretary of Defense. "The

map was originally cneated fot'

the U.S. Agency for lnterna-

tional Development in ne-

sponse to the civil war in

Sudan," said Warnen,

The map showed lhe spatial

relalionship of the Nuba

Mountains to the nearby oil

fields and pipelines, said

Warnen. Sen John Danforlh
pnesidential envoy to the

Sudan, used it for peace lalks

between the Sudan People's

Libenation Anmy and the
govennment of Sudan.

Sanah Wengen, a geospatial

analyst in lhe Office of Centnal

and Southwest Asia, adapted

the map to Na[ional

Geogr"aphic's specific needs.
'Specifically, lhey wanted

elevation data, pipeline data

and some names clanification,"

said Wengen.

National Geognaphic initially

conlacted Brel Duncan,

production manager in the

Centr"al and Sorthwesr Asta

olfice, for assistance. Duncan

coondinaled nelease of the

map with NIMA and Office of

the Under Secnelany of

Defense officials.

-Sur MErsnrn

Airfield Safety lnitiative
Turns 100 (CDs)

NIMA's Aenonautical Safety

Division necently pnoduced ils
1OOth CD-ROM in the Ainfield

Safety lnitiative.

The initialive began afben an

aincnafl cnashed nean

Dubnovnrk, Cnoatia, killing

Secnelany of Commence Ron

Brown. Then Secnetany of

Defense William Perny stated

the need to "implement, as a

matlen of highest pr"ior^rtY, the

installation of GPS [Global
Positioning SystemsJ fon flight

safety on all militany aincraft"

and to nequine that "all militany

aincnaft fly by DoD lnstrument
Appr"oach Pt"ocedures."

To help accomplish the

initialive NIMA is collecling a

compnehensive sel of

geospatial information anound

U.S. military and majon

international ainfields, using a

combinalion of sounces

ncludrng the latest imageny,

su"vey data and host-nation

rnfonmalion.

Plans call for" about 1 0OO

CD ROMs covening aiffields

thr"oughout the wor"ld, both U.S.

mililany bases and majon

multipunpose facilities The

infor^mation will be made

available to lhe U.S. mililany

terminal instnumenl develop-

ers and individually to host

countnies.

NIMA is collabonating with

the Fedenal Avialion Adminis-

tr"alion IFAAJ, induslny, olhen

govennmen[ agencies and

intennational communities to

develop a global inlegrated

Safety of Navigatron informa-

tion environment,

Ava Wilkerson, dinecton of

FAA s lnlernational Aviation

Office, said the agency is very

pleased with the support [hat
NIMA's Airfield lnitiative is
pr"oviding lo enhance global

aviation safety. The sunveys

conducted under" lhe initiative

ane "an imporlant enabling

step fon countries seeking lo
develop and implemenl Global

Navi gation Satellite System

pnocedures," Wilker"son satd

-Wrts Hrrr

An aeronautical information analyst demonstrates hov,Airfield Initiative dc:

can be used to simulate airfield termin, including features and obstructions.

A map of Sudan's Nuba Mountains in the February National
Geographic draws upon the work of NIMA geospatid analyst

lessica Warner,
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CRADAs Exploit New Sounces of lntelligence
By Judi lgnotz

IMA recently signed Coopera-
tive Research and Development
Agreements (CRADAs) with

two commercial firms that focus on new
sources of intelligence. A CRADA is a

mechanism for technology transfer,
allowing NIMA and its commercial or
academic partner to share research and

development knowledge, facilities,
resources and/or capabilities for mutual
benefit.

The new agreements are with
ALPHATECH Inc. and Research

Systems Inc.

Multi-lNT Exploitation
ThE CRADA With ALPHATECH

focuses on advanced algorithms the
company developed for multi-source,
multi-intelligence (multi-INT) process-
ing and exploitation.

"I think we are doing work in areas

that will support the NIMA mission,"
said Nils Sandell, president and chief
executive officer of ALPHATECH.
Through the CRADA, ALPHATECH
expects to gain insight into appropriate
transition paths for its technology, he

added.

Multispectral lmagery
Research Systems Inc. (RSI), a wholly

owned subsidiary of the Eastman Kodak
Co., is working with NIMA to develop
unique image analysis and exploitation

A CRADA r's a meehanism
far teeh nalogy transfer,
allawing NIMA and its

commereial or academic
partner to share R&P.

expertise contained within RSI's
Environment for Vi sualizing Images
(ENVD software product.

With the growing need for tools that
exploit imagery of different wavelengths,
including those not visible to the human
eye, capabilities derived from ENVI will
become critical in addressing NIMA's
expanding mission. The CRADA will
address, among other things, the devel-
opment of exploitation tools for hyper-
spectral and multi-spectral source
material, improvements in cartographic
and hardcopy output functions, and

increased automation ol geometric
correction procedures.

The CRADA partners will add
government-developed tools and
government-unique data formats to the
ENVI commercial line, while simplify-
ing interfaces and the work flows for
analysts and other users.

Some of the investigative work lbr this
CRADA will be conducted in NIMA's
Geospatial Intelligence Advancement
Test bed. Part of NIMA's transformation
strategy, the test bed is used for develop-
ing exotic technologies unique to

NIMA's mission, including the fusion of
multi-INT sources to enable the creation
of Geospatial lntelligence.

About the
Author

Judi lgnotz is the
NIMA CRADA
pnogram manager.
Hen caneer with
NIMA and the
Defense Mapping
Agency spans 25
yeans as a cantog-
rapher, physical
scientist and staff
off ice r'.

NIMA Employee Cited for Service to America
A NIMA employee was one of nine

people to receive the first Service to
America Medal. Alfred League, Chief of
the Imagery and Geospatial Sciences

Division, received the medal for contri-
butions to national security and interna-
tional affairs in a ceremony at the White
House. The medal honors federal civil
servants who have directly improved
Americans' lives.

League' s "technolo-eical innovations
provide American mrlitary personnel

with real-time information they need to
ensure operational success and protect
our national securitl." the citation says.

Reporling on the award, George Cahlink

in the magazine Government Executiye
u rote. "League has built a unique
technology think tank within NIMA that
encourages creativity among 70 scien-
tists, analysts and technologists."

League's team used experimental
technology to provide current digital
maps and imagery of the disaster sites
following the Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist
strikes. The team also harnessed com-
puter networks to guide troops with
Geospatial Intelligence during Operation
Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan.

Andrew Card. Chief of Staff to
President Bush, and John Spencer, the

actor who plays Leo McGarry, chief of
staff to President Bartlet on the televi-
s10n sefles
"The West
Wing," helped
hand out the
medals.

The
awardees met
President
Bush the
following day.

Alfred League
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Geospatial lntelligence CapsLone Concept

Landmark Document Sets Stage
for Gl Doctrine

he term Geospatial Intelligence
was coined last year in the NIMA
Statement of Strategic Intent Io

reflect the increasingly integrated way
Lhat NIMA und other agencies are

employing irnagery and geospatial

capabilities.
More recently, NIMA Director retired

Air Force Lt. Gen. James R. Clapper Jr.

approved the G e o spatial Intell i g enc e

CcLpstone Concept, a landmark document

that elaborates on the vision ofthis new

discipline.

As functional manager for the National
System for Geospatial Inteliigence
(NSGI), NIMA is responsible f'or

developing and communicating doctrine
to lead the NSGI community. The

Capstone Concept, as part of a larger

vision, is NIMA's first attempt to explain
the discipline of Geospatial Intelligence
and its first step toward developing a

doctrine to guide the employment of
Geospatial Intelligence capabilities.

In setting the stage for the develop-
ment of Geospatial Intelligence doctrine,

the document opens a dialogue about the

nature of Geospatial Intelligence within
NIMA and among the imagery and

geospatial prof'essionals in the NSGI
community. To that end, the Capstone

Concept will be instrumental to the

NSGI in the coming months as it
develops its flagship document,

Geospatial Intelligence Publication 1,

the NSGI's formal capstone doctrine.

Toward a Formal Doctrine
For NIMA and the NSGI. the

Capstone Concept is comParable in
scope to the Joint Chiefs of Staff Joint
Vision 2020. While it is not, strictly
speaking, formal doctrine, it provides a

conceptual starting point that will be

critically evaluated and refined through
discussion and debate as NIMA engages

B I PATHFINDER I MARCH/APRIL 2OO3

the community to develop a lbrmal body
of doctrine.

The document recounts the creation of
NIMA in 1996 from multiple govern-

ment organizations including the

National Photographic Interpretation
Center, Defense Mapping Agency and

others. It goes on to explain why the new

field of Geospatial Intelligence is the

logical product of that convergence of
agencies and the new realities of our
post-Sept. I 1,2001 national security
environment.

Geospatial Intelligence is defined as

"the exploitation and analysis of imagery

and geospatial infbrmation to describe,

assess and visually depict physical
features and geographically referenced

activities on the Earth." It is described as

the convergence of imagery analysis and

mapping, charting and geodesy into a

single integrated discipline with syner-
gistic strengths beyond the sum of its
parts.

The Capstone Concept describes both
enduring and evolving aspects of
Geospatial Intelligence. It highlights the

timeless centrality of the human analyst

in the production of Geospatial Intelli-
gence and discusses its purposes and

applications. It also addresses the

discipline's technology, outlining the

broad range of evolving processing and

remote sensing capabilities that are

united under the umbrella of Geospatial

Intelligence.

Ge o s p ati al I nte 11 i ge n c e

is defined as "the

exploitation and

andysis of imagery

and geospatial

::,;,;. information to

describe, nssess ond
visudly depict

physical features and
ge ograpltically referenc e

ctctivities on the Earth."



I

The document also describes the

emergence of Geospatial Intelligence as

a medium for multi-disciplinary intelli-
gence collaboration. NIMA and its

collaborative partners throughout the

Intelligence Community have already
begun to realize this potential, testin-s

and implementing alternative models for
intelligence fusion, including the use of
multi-disciplinary analyst teams and the

production of fused. finished Geospatial
Intelligence products.

In its final chapter. ''The Future of
Geospatial Intelligence." the document

states that in order to realize the r,ision of
NIMA's founders. NIMA and the NSGI
must continue their transformation to a
future state with lour characteristics:

(1) Geospatiai Intelligence analysis-
the full integration of our imagery
analysis and geospatial processes,

products and tools,

(2) migration of NSGI systems,

processes and tools to an all-digital,
data-centric environment,

(3) reliance on Web-based e-business
strategies, and

(4) use of the ubiquitous knowledge
map as the interoperable founda-
tion of the common operational
picture.

With the power to help people align to
organizational goals, doctrine can be an

important instrument for transforma-
tional change within NIMA and the

NSGI.

Doctrine inlorms the training cumicu-
lum, and perhaps most importantly, it
provides a medium and a process for
evaluating. capturing and communicat-
ing lessons learned.

As NIMA and the NSGI gain more
experience with the convergence

of the imagery and geospatial

specialties, Geospatial Intelligence
Doctrine will provide the medium

for capturing the lessons Learned

from experiments, operations
and exercises.

Doctrine can be of most value to the
NSGI at this time of technological
revolution, as NIMA and the NSGI gain
more experience with the convergence of
the imagery and geospatial specialties.
At the same time, doctrine provides the
historical long view, ensuring that the
enduring lessons of history are not
prematurely forgotten in a rush to
judgment.

Beyond the
Capstone Concept

The Geospatial Intelligence Capstone
Concept is a product of the NIMA
Doctrine Office, which is chartered by
the Director of NIMA to create the
NSGI's Geospatial Intelligence doctrine.

Thinking beyond rhe Capstone
Concept, NIMA has put in place an

organizational structure to engage the
critical thinkers throughout the NSGI
community in developing a formal body
of Geospatial Intelligence doctrine. A
Doctrine Steering Group (DSG),

consisting of senior-level representatives
from across NIMA, has been assembled
and external members have been invited
to parlicipate as advisory members. The
DSG met for the first time Dec. 12 to
approve the DSG Charler, to review the
final draft of the Capstone document and

to validate a proposal for a formal
capstone doctrine publication. The DSG
approved the Capstone Concept Jan.8
and forwarded it to the NIMA Director
for his approval. The publication is being
distributed in hardcopy, on CD-ROM
and via the World Wide Web.

For more information about Geospatial
Intelligence Doctrine, contact the NIMA
Doctrine Office at tdd_mail@nima.mil.
Readers may download a copy of the
Ge o sp atial Int elli g ence C ap stone

Concept document from the NIMA
Intenret sile at http : //www.nima.mil/pa/
new s r o om/C ap s t one Vo2 0 C onc ept. p df.

Dennis Ebersole and Air Force Maj.
Rich Kraus contributed to this article.

About the Author
Barbara Klemmer is Chief of the NIMA Doctrine Office. She necently netunned to
NIMA fnom the infonmation technology industny. Her- pnevious assignment in NIMA
was as an imageny penfonmance officer in the Centnal lmager y Tasking Office. She

oniginally came to NIMA with a backgnound as an all-sounce collection managen at
the combatant commanden level.
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lnragery Analysis CollecLion Spans
15n Years

magery analysis has been an integral
part of war and national policies
longer than many may reahze.

Recently, the NIMA Library, in
support of the National Geospatial

Intelligence College, began assem-

bling a collection of books, journals

and pamphlets on imagery analYsis

that spans 150 years.

Already, the historical imagery
anall sis tradecral't collection
numbers over l00 unclassified
books, with many more on order.

The collection is housed at the

Washington Navy Yald in the

library on the sirth floor of
Building 213.

The tradecraft of imagery analysis

has been under development since

the first balloon was tethered above

a battlefield. Although the camera

was impractical for tactical aerial

use for much of the 19'h centurY, the

enemy's lines were sketched to give

the commander an advantage, creating

the first aerial-derived products.

During World War I, photo interpreta-
tion was practiced by-and taught to-
thousands of proto-imagery analysts on

both sides of the war. The tradecraft
collection includes contemporary

instructional material written by partici-

pants during the war, as well as later

history books covering the effort.
Principles learned fi'om these early

eftorts are still applicable today, such as

using ima-ees over time for change

detection. ln addition to the use of
airclaft-mounted cameras. much of the

war was fought under the watchful eyes

of observers manning dirigibles that

overlooked the front lines.

During World War Il, photograPhic

interpretation evolved flirther into the

science of imagery analysis. German

"wonder" weapons were discovered on

imagery before they were dePloYed,

aiding in the development of

By Dave Collan
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This small pocket guide served as an

introduction to aerial photographic
interpretation, as u'ell as map reading,
in World War IL

Development of Earth-orbiting satellites led to rapid advances in the imagery analysis

tradeciaft. The Corona was the nation's first photo reconnaissance satellite svstem'

Fif:T,, 4,.*,.T.Sfg,r:t{rtr:::$Lf9:$.r,i.S:.li}*:lLt.,L
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countermeasures. Enemy industry was
analyzed for potential output and
weaknesses. Imagery taken during and
after bombing attacks was used to assess
the effectiveness ofraids against targets.
preceding today's Battle Damage
Assessment (BDA) programs.

The development of the U_2 plane and
later earth-orbitin-e satellites led to rapid
advances in tradecraft. enabling strategic
assessments of territory denied to other
sources. Cold War anaiysis benefited
from ima-eery inteliigence, helping to
close the "bomber gap', and iater the
"missile gap," saving the United States
millions of dollars in defense costs
against a threat that was not as large as
previously believed. Imagery allowed the
United States to avoid strategic surprise
during the Cuban missile crisis, giving
the president options that would not
otherwise have been available. (See
"United States Depended on Skills and
Dedication of Photo Interpreters in
Cuban Missile Crisis" in rhe October
NIMA Edge magazine.) Later in the
Cold War, techniques were developed
for monitoring forces to assess treaty
compliance.

As infrared and radar sensors were
added to aircraft during the Vietnam
War, the title of photo interpreter was
changed to imagery interpreter to reflect
the use of non-camera media, and was
later changed to imagery analyst. The
last name change recognized that as
intelligence professionals, IAs do more

Librnrv of Congiress prirlts and photagraplts Dir,ision

Professor Thaddeus s. Lowe observes a battre \riir oaks, va., from his bailoon, Intrepid,in May 1862. Enemy Lin.e.s were sketched from balloon, ;;r;;'i"'Zn war, creating thefirst aerial-derived intelligence proclucts.

About the Author
Dave colla. has been an imageny anaryst for 22 yea.s-the fi.st 2o in uniform-serving in leade.ship positions in saudi Arabia dur-ing the Gulf war. and rater rnPanama cu.rentry, he is the rmagery Anarysis pr-ofessionar Advisony Boand managerand a staff officer. in the Office of Tradecraft.

than just count tanks: they estimate
where the tanks are headed, how lons it
may take them to arrive at their desti-na-
tion, and what unit or location they came
from.

Adr ances in the prolession are repre_
sented in the library by histories, as well
as a growing collection of instructional
material and working aids, written by
participants during the post-World War
II years.

Today, imagery analysis remains an
integral part ol the intelligence commu_
nity, providing support to war fighters as

well as national-level policy makers.
NIMA's tradecraft collection documents
the emergence of imagery analysis as a
technological science and as an analvti_
cal art. Although the technological
advances have been dramatic, the human
connection of examining the data and
anticipating an adversary's next move
has not changed since the first balloons.
Lessons learned over the 150 years
covered in the tradecraft collection are
still applicable.
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Conference Sets New Direction in Contracting

Tom Coghlan, Director, Analysis and Production Directorate,
addresses the Commercial Partnerships Conference. Speakers
emphasized the importance to the nation of combined efforts
between government and industry in the new security
environment.

This yean's Commencial
Pantnenships Conference
focused on lhe direction
NIMA will take as it tnansi-
tions to the new Global

Geospatial lntelligence

[GGl] and Clearview [CV]
contnacts. Over 1 50 people
attended the conference in

the new Fobendeau Hall
multipurpose confenence
facility in Bethesda Jan. 27 -

28 and 30,
The new contracts,

awarded Jan. '14, will
nevolulionize NIMA's ability
to napidly acquine commer-
cial imager"y, geospatial
information and imageny
intelligence in suppor^t of
national and militany
customers wot"ldwide.

Speakens, including NIMA
Dinector" retired Air" Force
Lt, Gen. James R. Clapper"
Jr'., emphasized the impor-
tance of combined effot'ts
between govennment and
industry in the new security
environment. The confer'-

ence was sponsored by the
Commercial Pantnenship
Division of the Analysis and

Pr^oduction Dinectonate and
the Pnocunement and
Contnacts Pnoduction
Suppont Office in the
Acquisition Direclonate.

The GGI contnact pt"ovides

the flexibility of an lndefjnite
Deliveny, lndefinite Guantity

flDlGl contnact. ln addition
to geospatial data pnoduc-

tion and pnoduction
pnototyping activities, it
allows for the pnocurement
of imageny analysis, pnoduc-

tron management suppot t
and end-[o-end production
capability.

The Cleanview contnact
provides a mechanism to
facilitate the integr^alion of

commercial imageny into
NIMA's day-to-day opena-
tions. A multi-yean, IDIG,

govennment-wide acquisi-
tion contnacl, Clearview
enables the entire U.S.

govennment to pnocure
high-nesolulion imageny
from contnacts with Space
lmaging and
Digital Globe. ln
addition, the
contnact allows
for" futune high-
nesolution
companies to
receive awands
following suc-
cessful launch.
Onbital lmaging,
which plans to
launch a 1-meter
system this
spning, is a
candidate for
future award,

Pnesentations
and panel
drscussions by

NIMA negional
and functional
teams contnib-

uted lo an envinonment of
undenstanding and shaned
goal setting. Each of the six
GGI pnime contractors also
gave pnesentations on their"
organization, capabilities
and pnevious expenience
wonking with NIMA.

-Araru Wrr<r

lndustry Day
Reaps Results

"Fiscal 2OO3 is the finst
year contracton FTEs [full-
time equivalent] will
exceed that of the govern-
ment work force," NIMA
Director netired Air Force
Lt. Gen. James R. Clapper
Jr. remarked during
lndustny Day. The confen-
ence, hosted by the
Ar"med Fonces Communi-
cations and Electnonics
Association IAFCEAJ, dnew
450 industny nepnesenta-
tives to the Defense
lntelligence and Analysis
Center at Bolling Ain

Fonce, Washington, D.C.,

in Januany.

NIMA is "moving away
fr"om quality contnol ... to
quality assunance, tnusting
contractors to 'do the right
thing,"' Clappen said. The
contracton consortium
used for support of mis-
sions in Afghanistan was a
"great success story," he

Phoi, :r':' )aa-:a!

NIMA is "moving away from quality control ... to qualitr assuronce,
trusting contractors to "do the right thing," NIMA Director retired Air
Force Lt. Gen. lames R. Clapper lr. told industryr representatives.

Photo bv Rob Cox
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added. "We neceived
information in six weeks,
nather than the six months
it would have taken govenn-
ment fsounces]."

Discussions on NIMA's
strategic inlent, business
plan and transfonmation as
a data-centnic pr"ovider of
Geospatial lntelligence
nounded out the day,

AFCEA Conference
coordinator Steve Ritchey
spoke positively about the
day. "l hear"d many compli-
ments from membens of
industry on NIMA's willing-
ness to engage with them
on the Agency's futune
plans. They particular"ly
nesponded to the message
that you see them as
pantnens in providing
solutions to yout requine-
ments,"

AFCEA is a non-profit
intennational association
with a stated punpose of
"providrng an ethical
envinonment that encour'-
ages a close, cooperative
nelationship among civrl
government agencies, the
military and industny."

-Sur Mersrurn

Customers Discuss
and Rank Future

Funding Requirements
Oven 1OO panticipants

nepnesenting extennal and
intennal NIMA customens
atbended a Uwo-day confen-
ence hos[ed by the Office of
Geospatial lntelligence
Management IOGM] in

Stenling, Va. in Decemben.

The Geospatial lntelli-
gence Board [GlB] Fequire-
ments Special Session
pnovided cuslomers a

forum to discuss and rank
or"den their" proposed
funding nequinements for
the National System for
Geospatial lntelli gence

tNSGll in the fiscal 2OO5-
2OO9 Prognam 0bjective
Memonandum IPOMJ and
lntelligence Program
Objective Memonandum
[POM,/lPOMJ budget cycle

"The top nequiremen[s of
each NSGI memben are
cr^itical to the prepanation
of the POM,zIPOM," OGM
Deputy Dinecton Michele
Williams told par"ticipants in

her opening nemarks. For'

the finst time, the confen-
ence also pnovided or"gani-
zations an oppor"tunity to
suppont community-wide
NSGI nequinements thnough
co-sponsonship.

The GIB is the senior
action-officer level forum
within the NSGI community
to nesolve many Geospatial
lntelligence-r'elated issues.
It also nepnesents NIMA's
functional management
nesponsibilities within the
NSGI community.OGM is
the focal point within
NIMA and the NSGI com-
munity for NIMA director^-
ates and customen organi-
zations to submit their^
nequests fon nesounces,
such as lntegnated Exploita-
tion Capability flEC) wonk-
stations and technical
support personnel.

Representatives from the
Office of the Secnetar"y of
Defense, four militar"y
senvices, nine of 1O Unified
and Specified Commands,
the U.S. Coast Guard,
Defense lntelligence
Agency, Central lntelligence
Agency, National Flecon-
naissance Office, Depar t-
ment of Energy, Geospatial
Tnansition Plan gr"oup and
NIMA's Analysis and
Production Direclorate
attended the conference.

-Jo ANrur Russrrr

Conference Focuses
On New D&R Policy
The Office of lntennational

and Policy, Disclosune and
Flelease Division, hosted
NIMA's inaugural Disclo-
sune and Flelease tD&Fl
Confenence in Ster"ling, Va.

Feb. 5-6. The confenence
br"ought together" 90
individuals who will play a
critical role in the success
of NIMA's new D&R policy.

NIMA lnstr"uction
8955.6, "Disclosure and
Release of Classified and
Unclassified NIMA lnfonma-
tion, Data, Products and
Reconds," which took effect
las[ October', outlines a

stneamlined process fon the
D&R of NIMA pnoducts.
The instruction also
establishes a D&F team to
ensure effective customen
suppont while pnotecting
the integnity of NIMA data.
The team is composed of
D&R officers in NIMA's
Office of lntennational and
Policy and D&R
nepnesentatives
in NIMA organi-
zations and
support teams,
who interface
dinectly with the
customen.

D&R officers
will addness
disclosur"e and
nelease issues
both at a
tactical level-
intenpreting
requesls for
exceptions to
policy on a
case-by-case
basis-and at a
stnategic level-
cneating,
coor"dinating,
nevising and
communicating
policy fon NIMA

infonmation, data and
pnoducts.

D&R nepnesentatives ane
responsible for helping
customens understand
whethen thein need or^

nequest falls within policy
requirements and pointing
out when potential issues
may exist. Whene possible,
D&F nepnesentatives wor^k

with customer"s to identify
altennative information to
satisfy their" need, and if
necessary, help customer^s
anticulate requests fon
exceptions to policy using
the NIMA D&R r^equest
fonm.

An invaluable aspecl of
the conference was lhe
opportunity fon representa-
trves to bring to the fore-
front any concenns facing
their customens they felt
needed to be addnessed.

-KnrrrRrrur ZrvvrRvaru

lohn Walsh, Director, Foreign Disclosure
Office, U.S. Southern Command,
ad dre s s e s NIMA's inaugurctl Disclo sure
and Release Conference.
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NIMA to lnduct 5 into Hall of Fame
ive individuals ane

scheduled for induction

into the NIMA Hall of Fame

Apr"il 23 in Bethesda, The Hall of

Fame honons formen employees

to whom the Agency owes a debt

of gr"atitude. By their" accomplish-

ments, they set the standards of

excellence thal illuminate the

noad ahead.

Lawrence F, Ayers, Defense

Mapping Agency [DMA] deputy

dinecton for management and

technology from 1 982-87,"1ed

the digital revolution in mapping,

charting and geodesy." He was

also the first head of DMA's

neseanch and development

pnogram. He is cited for'"teaming

with successive Anmy, Navy and

Air For"ce directot's of DMA to

firmly establish the Agency as an

onganization that could be

counted on to deliver accuTate

products, on time and whene

needed. At the same time he

undentook a tolal revolution in the

associated technology."

Betired Vice Adm, Shannon D'

Cramer, DMA director" from

I 97 4 77, consolidaled and

stneamlined production elements,

while incneasing the outpul of

mapping, chanting and geodetic

pr"oducts and services. By

consolidating the DMA Hydt"o-

gnaphic and Topogr"aphic Centers,

he eliminated duplicate functions

while combining pr"oduction

equipment and manpowen

nesouTces, At lhe same time, he

"maximized the Agency's

responsiveness to cut'nent and

future needs of the anmed

services and militany commands,"

officials said.

Robert M. lBael Huffstutler,
dinector of the National Photo-

gnaphic lnterpr"etation Center

INPIC) fr"om 1984 BB, encour"-

aged analysts to "push the

threshold of imageny's contr"ibu-

tions to tough intelligence issues,"

He established a National

Exploitation Labonatony, which

advanced exploitation technology

acnoss the Intelligence Commu-

nity. Officials also cited him fon his

inclusive management style,

attention to personnel issues and

ability to instill pnide in the wonk

force. From NPIC, Huffstullen

moved to ClA, whene he became

executive director'.

Paul L, Peeler Jr,, dinecton of

DMA's Hydrogr"aphic/Topo-

gnaphic Center, Reston Center'

and Technical Services Center

and technical direclor of DMA's

Aenospace Center and Reston

Center, was instrumental in

leading the lnansformation from

manual production methods lo

digital production. Al the Reston

Center, he led DMA's prototyping

activities including pr"oduction of

its fir"st map using a digital

pnoduction system. After r"etinin g

in 1 996, he has continued to

seTve as the U.S. government

representative to the Pan

American Institute of

Geognaphy and Histot"y

Presidential Rank Awards
hr ee NIMA pensonnel

received 2OO2 Presi-

dential Rank Awands for
sustained accomplishments in

the aneas of leading change,

achieving nesults, leading

people, business acumen and

building coalitionsz communi-

cation.

Tom Goghlan, Dir"ector", Analysis

and Pr"oduction Dinectonate,

neceived the Distinguished

Executive awand fot'his sustained

caneer necord of outstanding

change management. He was

NIMA's lead fon the lntelligence

Pnogr"am Beview Gr"oup that

established Geospatial Intelligence

as a discipline meriting substantial

investment. In '1 998, he led the

NIMA Outsourcing Study, which

resulted in a decr"ease in

govennment positions fnom 67 to

49 percent of the wor"k fonce in

foun years.

Deputy Business Executive

Lloyd Rowland neceived the

Menitonious Executive awand for

building the foundation fon

Geospatial lntelligence, based on

his expentise in geospatial

pnoduction, intennational

cooperation, industnial base

expansion and pnogram manage-

ment. He ffafted NIMA's fir"st-

even business plan in 2000, a

model for success. As Directon of

Geospatial Production, he co-

signed an international standands

agreement with 19 other NATO

and European nations that
pr"ovided for common formats

leading to inter"operable Geo-

graphic Information Systems.

NIMA West Senior

Executive Steve

Wallach received the

Menitorious Executive

awand for his combina-

tion of technical, organiza-

tion and management and

intenpersonal skills. As

Dinector of Tar geting and

Navigation, he led NIMA

into the futune by shifting

focus to take advantage of

multiple intelligence

sources in suppot't of

time-sensilive tangetin g.

ln 2001, as chair" of the

Commer"cial 0utsouncing

Study, he worked to

tnansfonm NIMA fnom

distributon of standand

legacy pnoducts to

infonmation provider.

Lloyd
Flowland

Retired Army Gol. Lloyd L.

Rall was the pnincipal ar"chitect of

the Post Hostilities Mapping

Pnognam on the staff of Gen,

Douglas MacAr"thut'in the Far

East. Later', he led effot'ts to

create the lnter Amenican

Geodetic Sur"vey. He was

instrumental in establishing NATO

mapping pnognams and conceived

and led the establishment of the

Five Nations agneement, which

pooled mapping and imagery

collection activities of Austnalia,

Canada, New Zealand, the United

Kingdom and the United States.

As directon of the Engineer

Topognaphic Laboralories, he

established lhe Anmy's space-

based geodesy and mapping

prognams. His caneen culminaled

at lhe Defense Intelligence

Agency, wher"e he championed

the establishment of DMA. Rall

died in Januany,

Tom
Coghlan
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THE DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20505

19 March 2003

James Fl. Clapper, Jr., Lt Gen (Ret) USAF
Director, National lmagery & Mapping Agency
Bethesda. Marvland\\\\

\\
Dear qm:! flN

,/
c__-----I would like to express my sincerest appreciation for NIMA's outstanding

contribution to the Secretary of State's United Nations Security Council
presentation on lraq's failure to disarm and Baghdad's attempts to deceive the
inspections proce$s. The expertise of NIMA's analysts and production support
personnel in reviewing and clearing material for use, and their willingness to work
against an extremely tight deadline, contributed much to the success of this
historic event.

$ecretary Powell has communicated to me his gratitude for ihe
intelligence support he received in preparing his address. NIMA employees
played a significant role in the process, and their efforts are in keeping with the
tradition of excellence of the entire NIMA workforce.

Please accept my personal thanks for the hard work and dedication of
your employees,

Qincerely,

J. Tenet

€*
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